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Abstract-h this paper, we prove convergence and stability of Cesaro averages generated by the 
proximal projection method applied to nonlinear equations and variational inequalities in uniformly 
convex and uniformly smooth Banach spaces. We first consider the stability of the approximations 
with respect to perturbations of the operator and constraint sets. Weak convergence of Cesaro 
averages is shown to hold with only a monotonicity condition for the operator involved. If in addition, 
proximal iterations are also satisfying some boundedness requirements, then we show that the weak 
convergence of Cesko averages is stable. @ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let B be a real uniformly convex and uniformly smooth Banach space [1,2]. As usual, we 
denote by B* the topological dual space of B, and by (cp,x) the duality pairing of B* with B, 
where cp E B* and x E B (in other words, (9,x) is the dual product of cp and x). We denote 
by H an arbitrary Hilbert space. Let 1) . (I, 11 . iI+, II . 11~ be norms in the spaces B, B*, and H, 
respectively. Assume that A : D(A) C B -+ B’ is a monotone (possible, point-to-set) operator 
and 52 c int D(A) is a convex closed subset in the space B. 
Our aim is to study the proximal projection method for approximating solutions of the varia- 
tional inequality 
(Ax, x - x*) 2 0, VXER. (1.1) 
DEFINITION 1.1. The element x* E R is called to be a solution of problem (1 .I) if for all x E R 
and for all z E Ax, we have 
(z, x - x*) 2 0. (1.2) 
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Let us emphasize that a solution of the equation Ax = 0 with an arbitrary monotone (possible, 
multivalued and/or discontinuous) operator A on the set R is also understood in the sense of 
Definition 1.1. If A is maximal monotone, then (1.2) gives a solution x* in the inclusion sense, i.e., 
0 E AZ’. The same situation arises if instead of (1.2), the definition of a solution is considered 
by using the maximal monotone extension A of A (which always exists due to Zorn’s lemma). 
Let J : B -+ B* denote the normalized duality mapping determined by the equalities 
(Jx,4 = IIJ4II4 = l1412. (1.3) 
It is well known that in uniformly convex and uniformly smooth Banach spaces, J is continuous, 
strictly monotone, and bijective. Therefore, for any x E B, there exists a unique element C$ E B* 
such that 4 = Jz. In our case, Jx = 2-r grad ]]x]]~. The normalized duality mapping J’ from B* 
to B has the same properties. In a Hilbert space, normalized duality mapping J is the identity 
operator I. Examples of duality mappings in the Lebegue spaces P, LP and Sobolev spaces Wptn, 
p E (l,oo), can be found in [2,3]. 
Recall that uniformly convex and uniformly smooth Banach space are reflexive and that J* = 
J-l. Generalized projection operators in Banach spaces were introduced in [2,4] by analogy with 
the metric projection operators Pa : H + R C H in Hilbert spaces which are given as follows: 
a-2x = 1 : 112 - sllff = f:f, 115 - &. (1.4) 
Solving the minimization problem (1.4) is equivalent to the following problem: 
Pax = z : V(x, a) = &li V(x, E), where V(x, E) = l/x - <j/s. 
We note that V(z,t) is a Lyapunov functional with respect to [. In Hilbert spaces (and only in 
this setting), we also have the equality 
V(x, E) = ll4l~ - 2(x7 E) + IlrlGP 
It was proven in [2,4] that similar functionals in uniformly convex and uniformly smooth Banach 
spaces can be built by using the Young-Fenchel transformation of the conjugate functions f(E) : 
B + (0, m} and f*(p) : B* + (0, co} paired by 
We denote by a(+,[) : B’ x B -+ R+ the following functional: 
Observe that 
therefore, if f(E) = ]]<]12, then f*(4) = 4-‘]]4]]9. It is easy to verify that 
(ll4ll* + llEll)2 2 @(A<) 2 (ll$ll* - l# 2 0, (1~3) 
(1.5) 
i.e., that the functional a($, <) is nonnegative and finite. It is bounded on bounded sets. 
The generalized projection operators 7ro and IIn defined previously in [2,4] are introduced next. 
The first generalized projection operator in : B’ + Cl c B is defined by the functional a(+, <). 
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DEFINITION 1.2. The operator ~0 : B* --) Cl C B is called the generalized projection operator if 
it associates to an arbitrary fixed point cp E B* the minimizing point of the functional @(cp, 0, 
i.e., the solution to the minimization problem 
The element 9 E fl c B is then called the generalized projection of the point cp E B*. 
The operator ~0 was previously used for obtaining iterative methods of descent-like approxi- 
mation (see, for instance, [2,5]). 
Consider the special case of the functional (1.5) acting from B x B to R+. If we set 4 = Jz, 
then 
@(Jx,t) = W(x,t) : B x B --+ R+, where W(x, 6) = 11412 - 2(Jx,J) + llEl12. 
It was proven in [2,4] that W(x, [) is a continuous functional with respect to x when 6 is fixed. 
It is also convex and differentiable with respect to cp = Jz, and has grad, W(x,<) = 2(x - 5) 
which is monotone in B. Moreover, W(x,<) --) 00 iff l(z(l +ooandW(x,c)=Oiffx=[. The 
second projection operator IIn : B -+ R C B is defined using the functional W(x, t). 
DEFINITION 1.3. The operator IIn : B + R C B is called the generalized projection operator if 
it associates to an arbitrary fixed point x E B the minimizing point of the functional W(x, c), 
i.e., the solution of the minimization problem 
nnx = i : W(x,?) = g W(x,<). 
The element i E $2 c B is then called the generalized projection of the point x E B. 
Existence and uniqueness of the operators ~0 and lla follow from the properties of the function- 
als a(+, I) and W(x, I) listed above and from the strict monotonicity of the duality mapping J. 
We point out below some properties of the operator IIQ which were proven in [2,4]. 
(a) Each point E E R is fixed point of IIn, i.e., i = <. This also means that IIn = 1~ if fl = B. 
(b) The point lInx = 2 is the generalized projection of x on R c B if and only if the following 
inequality is satisfied: 
(Jx-JP,i-_) 20, vcf E R. (1.7) 
We called this the basic variational principle for IIn in B. 
(c) The operator IIQ gives the absolutely best approximation of x E B with respect to the 
functional W(x, [): 
W&C) I W(x, E) - W(z,h), VEER 
Consequently, IIn is a conditionally nonexpansive operator with respect to the func- 
tional W(x,t) in the Banach space B, i.e., W(Z,<) 5 W(x,E), V[ E 0. 
(d) We have 
l-In = nnJ, (1.8) 
therefore, IQ = J* if R = B. 
(e) In a Hilbert space H, W(x,<) = I(z - [II& and IIn coincides with the metric projection 
operator PO. 
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2. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS 
We are going to consider the following proximal projection method for the variational inequal- 
ity (1.1) (a particular case of which was discussed in [6]). 
(1) Take zi E 0. 
(2) Given z, E R, define z,+i E R by the system 
0 = A,A(Hn(y)) + JY - Jxnr 
%+1 = l-h-r(Y), 
(2.1) 
where A, > 0 and Cr=r A, = 00. First of all, we introduce a solution concept of (2.1). 
DEFINITION 2.1. The element y E B is called to be an n-generalized solution of equation (2.1) 
if there exists z E Fy, such that 
(z, x - RlY) 2 0, VXEB, (2.2) 
where Fy = ii,A(IIn(y)) + Jy - Jz,. 
If R = B, then the R-generalized solution coincides with usual generalized solution (see [7]). 
If, in addition, A is a maximal monotone operator, then the R-generalized solution is a solution 
in the sense of an inclusion. In this case, algorithm (2.1) coincides with the classical proximal 
point method [8]. 
We are interested in the behavior of the Cesko averages defined as 
p := ( ) 2 A, -le AnXn+l, m=l,2,.... n=l n=l (2.3) 
Clearly, all wm E fl because they are convex combinations of the points 2, E R. In [5], Cesbro 
averages for the descent-like approximations 
x,+1 = ~a JX, -a, ,,& , 
1 
‘1~~ E Axn, n= 1,2,..., 
with 
on > 0, on -+ 0, Q, = 00, (2.5) 
n=O 
has been proved to weakly converge to solutions of the variational inequality (1.1). However, 
the method (2.4),(2.5) presents some difficulties when it comes to ensure boundedness of the 
sequence {x~} (the main point of any convergence proof). It was shown in [5] that bound- 
edness of {x~} holds under some conditions like boundedness of R or the requirement that 
~~Zo pB* (o,) < oe and the solution set M is not empty. Here pB* (T) is the modulus of smooth- 
ness of the Banach space B’ [1,2]. In contrast to (2.4),(2.5), the sequence {z,} generated by 
the proximal projection method (2.1) is b ounded without any additional conditions for fi or B. 
Moreover, the proximal point method allows us to use constant step-parameters A,, while (2.5) 
asks for Q, + 0. In other words, algorithm (2.1) may be preferable to (2.4),(2.5) from this view- 
point. On the other hand, we suppose that the solution y of (2.1) (in the sense of Definition 2.1) 
exists for all z,, at least, for sufficiently small A,. It is clear that the implicit nature of proximal 
point methods should be considered as complicating factors. It is necessary to emphasize that, in 
general, the original iterations (2.4) do not converge even weakly in infinite-dimensional spaces. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that B is a uniformly convex and uniformly smooth Banach space, 
A : D(A) c B -+ B* is a monotone operator, s2 C int D(A) is a convex closed set, and the 
solution set M of the variational inequality (1.1) is not empty. Let {x,} be any sequence of 
iterates generated by (2.1) and let {urn} be the sequence of its Cesko averages (2.3). Then, the 
following statements hold. 
(9 If X, > X > 0, then there exists a sequence {P}, .P E Ax,, such that 
lim (z?, 2, - x*) = 0, Vx* E M. 
n-H20 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
There exists 2, a weak accumulation point of {urn}. All weak accumulation points of {urn} 
belong to M. 
If M is a singleton, i.e., M = {Z}, then {urn} converges weakly to 5. 
If J is sequentially weakly continuous on a bounded set containing {urn} and {W(P, x*)} 
converges for any x* E M, then {v”} weakly converges to a point 2 E M. 
PROOF. Since M # 8, we can take x* E M and use the convexity of the functional W(x,x*) 
with respect to Jx for getting the inequality 
w(Gz+l,x*) L W( x,, z*) + 2 (Jx, - Jy,x* - x,+1) 
+ ~(JY - Jx~+I,x* -x,+1), vy E B. 
If y is a solution of (2.1), then Property (b) gives 
(JY - JG+I,~* -x,+1) = (JY - Jnlny,x* - &-zY) IO, 
and we have 
W (xn+l,x*) I W (xn,x*) + 2 (Jx, - Jy,x* - xn+~) . 
Let zn E Ax,, then we obtain from (2.2) the following inequality: 
w (xn+l, xc*) I w (x,, x*) - 2x, +“+I, xn+1 - xc*). (2.6) 
According to Definition 1.1, 
therefore, 
(2 * n+l,xn+l - x8) 2 0, 
W(Gz+l,xf) I W(xn,x*)’ 
This inequality and (1.6) imply boundedness of the sequence {xn}. Consequently, the se- 
quence {urn} is also bounded for all X, > 0. The sequence {W(x,, x*)} is nonincreasing and 
bounded from below. Hence, if X, 1 X > 0, then 
lim (zn,x, - x*) = 0. 7L-+oo 
The first assertion is established. 
Let x be an arbitrary element 
with (2.6) guarantee that 
of R and z E Ax. The monotonicity property of A together 
2L(Z,%+1 -x) I W(%,X) - W(xrI+1,2). 
Summing up their inequalities, we deduce that 
25r,X,(x,,1 -x)) 5 &WW4 - W(%+1,X)) = W(Xl,X) - W(x,,x) 5 W(Xl,X), 
n=l n=l 
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where 
Consequently, 
It is obvious that 
5 
> 
= (-5 
lim W(Xl,X) 
m+cc ngh = 
0 
(2.7) 
lim inf (z, urn - x) < 0. 
m-c0 
Since the sequence {v”} is bounded, there exists the subsequence (~“3) which converges weakly 
to 2. This limit element also belongs to R because all v mu belong to Sz and R is closed. So, we 
have that for all x E R, 
( Z, lim wmj-2 > =(z,Z--X)<O, vx E 52. mj +m 
This means that 1 is the solution of (l.l), i.e., any weak accumulation point of {wm} belongs 
to M. So, we proved Claim (ii). 
If A4 is singleton, then the whole sequence {wm} converges weakly to 2. To justify (iv), when 
A4 is not singleton, one can follow the pattern of the proof given in [6] (see also Theorem 2.8). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. I 
REMARK 2.3. It is easy to see that if the sequence {xCn} is bounded, say by Cl, and A, < 1, 
then for any solutions yn of (2.1), we have ]]yn]] I CT, + Ci, i.e., {yn} is bounded. Conversely, 
if {yn} is bounded, then {xCn} is also bounded aa follows from Property (c) of the generalized 
projection operator IIn. 
REMARK 2.4. 
(1) If R = B and A is a maximal monotone operator, then method (2.1) has the following 
form: 
and one can write 
0 E &Ax,,+1 + Jxn+l - Jx,, (2.8) 
x,+~ = (&A + J)-‘Jx,. 
(2) If !A c B, this method can be used when it is known the normality operator on R is 
defined as follows [6,8,9]: 
{#JEB*] (Ay-x)<O, VyEa}, ifxEfi, 
&2(x) = @ 
{ , ifzen, 
and problem (1.1) is replaced by the following (see [6]): 
0 E (&,A + X,Nn + J)x,+l - Jx,. 
(2.9) 
Combining Theorem 2.2 with Theorem 4.2 from [5], we obtain the following corollary. 
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COROLLARY 2.5. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.2, one has the following: 
(i) if {z,} is bounded, then a solution z* exists, 
(ii) if z* exists, then {s,} is bounded, 
(iii) if M = 8, then (2,) is unbounded. 
The case of Hilbert space is special because this space is always uniformly convex and uniformly 
smooth, and the dual operator J = I is sequentially weakly continuous. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Suppose that H is a Hilbert space, A : D(A) C H + H is a monotone operator, 
0 c int D(A) is a convex closed set, and solution set M # 8. Let {xn} be any sequence of iterates 
generated by (2.1) with the metric projection operator Pa, and let {urn} be the sequence of the 
Ce&ro averages (2.3). Then 
(1) Assertions (i)-(E) of Theorem 2.2 are valid; 
(2) if {V(v”, z*)} converges for any x* E M, then {urn} weakly converges to a point 5 E M. 
Similar results can be obtained when the Bregman distance [lO,ll] 
D+, Y) = f(x) - f(y) - (Vf(x), JJ - Y) 
is applied instead of W(x, y). Here the Bregman functional f(x) : B + R is strictly convex and 
G&teaux differentiable and Of(x) is its gradient. Clearly, the Bregman distance is positive and 
finite functional. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let S C B be a convex set. A Bregman functional f(x) : B + R is called to 
be uniformly convex over S if there exists continuous increasing function C(t), C(t) > 0 for all 
t > 0, c(O) = 0, such that 
(V.Ml) - Vf(GL& - J2) 1 C(IIG - <211), V<l,E2 E s. 
We present some results for the variational inequality (1.1) given with the maximal monotone 
operator A (variational inequalities with arbitrary monotone operators can be studied as in 
Theorem 2.2). 
Consider the following proximal projection method. 
(1) Take x1 E Q. 
(2) Given 2, E R, define x,+1 by the system 
0 E &A (PA) 
x,+1 = I-&Y), 
+ Vf(Y) - VfbL), 
where X, > 0, C:SI X, = 03, and Iii is the Bregman projection operator on s2 C B 
defined as follows (lo]: 
IIhx = ar;EF Df(z, y). 
THEOREM 2.8. Suppose that B is a uniformly convex and uniformly smooth Banach space, 
A : D(A) c B + B* is a maximal monotone operator, R c int D(A) is a convex closed set, and 
the solution set M of the variational inequality (1.1) is not empty. Take an arbitrary x* E M 
and assume that the level set 
S,. = {z E B 1 Df ( x,x*) I Df (21,x*)} (2.11) 
is bounded. Let {zn} be any sequence of iterates generated by (2.10), where Of(z) is a gradient 
of the Bregman function f(x). Let {urn} be the sequence of the Ces&o averages (2.3). Then, the 
following statements hold. 
(i) If X, > X > 0, then there exists a sequence {z”}, 2’ E Ax,, such that 
lim (zn,xn - x*) = 0, Vx’ E M. 
n-N23 
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(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
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There exists 5, a weak accumulation point of {urn}. All weak accumulation points of {urn} 
belong to M. 
If M is a singleton, i.e., M = {z}, then {w”} converges weakly to 3. 
If the Bregman functional f( ) x is uniformly convex over M, the monotone operator Of 
is continuous and sequentially weakly continuous on a bounded set containing {urn}, 
and {Df(wm, x* ) } converges for any 2’ E M, then {urn} weakly converges to some 
point Z E M. 
PROOF. According to the convexity of Df(x, x*) [9,10], we have 
Df (xn+i,x*) 5 Df (xn,s*) - (Vf(xn) - Vf(xn+i),x,+i -z*), 
for any x* E M. Then, for all y E B, 
Df (x11+1,x*) I Df (xn, x*) - (V.f(xn) - Vf(y),x,+i - x*) 
- (Vf(Y) - Vf(xn+l),xn+l - x*). 
It was shown in [lo, Proposition 2.2, (ii)] that 
(Of(Y) - Vf(GL+1), %+1 - x*) 2 0, 
where x,+1 = @(y). Thus, 
Df (x,+1,x*) I D&n, x*) - (VfM - Vf(y), x,+1 - x*) . 
Using (2.10) and Definition 1.1, we obtain for some zn+l E Ax,+l, 
Df (xn+l,x*) 5 Df (xn,x*) - A, (zn+l,x,+l -x*) I Df (xnrx*). (2.12) 
It follows from (2.12) that Df(xn, x*) is bounded, has a limit, and that Assertion (i) is fulfilled. 
Besides, the sequence {xCn} satisfying the inclusion 
(2, E fl: Df (x,, x*) I Df (XI, x*)} 
is also bounded with regards to condition (2.11) of the theorem. This implies a boundedness of 
the sequence {urn}. In addition, (2.12) gives 
2 x, (%n+i ,X - x,+1) 1 Df(xcm, x) - D&,x) 1 -Df(xi,x), 
n=l 
for all x E R. Now (ii) and (iii) are obtained as in Theorem 2.2. 
Let us prove Assertion (iv) (see [2,12]). By the conditions, Of(.) is sequentially weakly con- 
tinuous, i.e., from the fact that {z,} weakly converges to 2, it follows that {Vf(xCn)} weakly 
converges to Of(?). Let f E M, 2 E M and {vmr;}, {urn’} be two subsequences of {urn} weakly 
converging to P and 5, respectively. Then we have 
and 
Df (P, 2) = f (urn) - f (2) - (Of (vm), urn - 2) 
Df (P, 2) = f (urn) - f (5) - (Of (v”) , wm - 2). 
By the conditions, both {Df(P,?)} and {Df(P, 5)) converge to w(k) and v(Z), respectively. 
Show that 
lim Df (P, 5) = Aim Df (urn, 5) = w. rn-+M 
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Indeed, since f(z) is strictly convex and Gateaux differentiable, the operator 
grad, Dfb, Y) = Vf(x) - Vf(y) 
is strictly monotone in B. Therefore, the functional Df(x, y) is (strictly) convex with respect 
to y. We can write 
Df(wm,5) - Df(vm,?) 5 (Vf(w”) - Vf(Z),Z -2). 
Then, by the sequentially weak continuity of Of on the bounded set containing {urn}, we have 
trn, Df (vmk, 2) - >rn, Df (wmk ,2) = v (5) - 7J (2) 5 0. 
By analogy, 
,lic Df ( Pl, 2) - /iz Df (urnI, 2) = 2, (i) - 21(Z) 5 0. 
Consequently, v(Z) - v(5) = 0 and the claim is true. Therefore, 
0 = ,liym (Df (P, 5) - Df (urn, 2)) 
= ,‘~m(vf (Vrn), z - 2) + f (2) - f (2). 
Taking the limit as Ic + 00 along the subsequence {Pk}, we obtain 
o= (Vf(?),Z-f)+f(i)-f(i), 
while taking the limit as 14 00 along the subsequence {P}, we have 
Subtracting the last two expressions yields 
(Vf(S)-Vf(f),Z-4) =o. 
By the conditions, the Bregman functional f(z) is M-uniformly convex and M is a convex set. 
Then we get for L, Z E M, 
which immediately implies that Z = P. The theorem is proven. 
Next, we consider proximal point algorithm in the following form [9]. 
(1) Choose zi E R. 
(2) Given 2, E R, define z,+i by the inclusions 
0 E X,(Az,+l + Nm,+l) + Vf(~+l) - Vfbz), (2.13) 
where X, > 0, cr!‘=, X, = oo, and No is the normality operator on R c B defined by (2.9). 
As before, we are interested in a behaviour of the Cesaro averages for the sequence {zvL} 
generated by (2.13). 
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THEOREM 2.9. Suppose that B is a uniformly convex Banach space, A : D(A) c B --) B’ is a 
maximal monotone operator, SI c int D(A) is a convex closed set, and the solution set A4 of the 
variational inequality (1.1) is not empty Take an arbitrary x* E M and assume a boundedness 
of the set (2.11). Let {xcn} be any sequence of iterates generated by (2.13), where Of(x) is a 
gradient of the Bregman functional f(x). Let {urn} be the sequence of the Cesaro averages (2.3). 
Then all conclusions of Theorem 2.8 are still valid. 
PROOF. Indeed, by virtue of (2.9), we have for some znfl E Axn+l and pn+’ E Nox,+i, 
Df (xn+l, x”) 5 Df (xn, x*) - (V&J - Vf(xCn+d, xn+l - a*) 
5 Df (zn,x*) - X, (zn+’ + $+‘,z,+I - x*) 
= Df (xn,x*) - X, (z~+‘,x,~+I -x*) - X, (p”+‘,~,+~ -xc’>. 
By definition (2.9), 
Consequently, 
(Pn+lj x,+1 - x*) 2 0, 
Df (G+I,~*) i Df (xn>x*) -A, (tn+‘,xn+i -xc’) I Df (G,x*). 
We obtained again that Df(x,,x*) is bounded, has a limit, and the sequences {x,} and (urn} 
are bounded. One can now repeat the rest of Theorem 2.8 arguments to accomplish the proof. a 
REMARK 2.10. The convergence conditions in Theorem 2.9 are weaker than the corresponding 
ones in [9]. 
REMARK 2.11. If the Bregman functional f(x) = p-lllxllP, p > 1, then in the schemes (2.10) 
and (2.13), the map Vf(s) is replaced by the duality mapping Jp : B + B’ with the gauge 
function p(t) = t*-’ [2,4,13]. 
DEFINITION 2.12. We say that a Bregman functional f(x) has a property (PM) if there ex- 
ist a point c E M and continuous increasing function n(t, I[[Jl), ~(t, IjEll) > 0 for all t > 0, 
rl(Kll, IIEII) = 0, such that 
Df(x,t) 2 ~(1141~ 1~11)~ vx E s,. 
It is not difficult to verify that if Bregman functional f(x) has the property (PM), then (2,) is 
bounded, and the boundedness condition of the set (2.11) in Theorems 2.8 and 2.9 can be omitted. 
One can show (see, for instance, [2]) that the Bregman functionals f(x) = p-l~~x~~P, p > 1, are 
possessed of the property (PM) for all <, 2 E B. 
Observe that the proximal projection method (2.1) is a particular case of the following implicit 
iterative-projection process: 
xn+r = 7ro (Jx, - X,un+l) ( (2.14) 
where un E Ax, and 7ro is a generalized projection operator given by Definition 1.2. 
Thereupon, 
JY = Jxn - &~u(Y), 4Y) E Am(Y)). 
By (1.8), we have 
T~JY = w(Jxn - Lu(Y)). 
GZY = m(Jx, - &c~Y)), 
and our remark is true. Recall that if R = B, then 71~ = J* and (2.14) has the form 
x~+~ = J’ (Jxn - X,#+‘) . 
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3. STABILITY ANALYSIS 
Under the conditions when weak convergence of {urn} to some point i E M is ensured, one 
can prove (similarly to [5]) stability of Cesdro average approximations with respect to perturba- 
tions of the operator A. For simplicity, we assume that the original operator A and perturbed 
operators A,, n = 1,2,. . . , are maximal monotone and the following proximity condition holds: 
there exists a continuous and nondecreasing function C(t), t > 0, such that 
0 5 h, 5 E, (3.1) 
where, for zn E D(A) nD(A,), S” = AZ,, ShTL = Anznr and xB*(Ql, Q2) is the Hausdorff 
distance between the sets &I and Q2 in the space B* (see, for example, [5]). 
Recall that the Hausdorff distance ‘Hx(Ql,Qz) between sets Q1 C X and Qz c X in the 
normed space X is defined as follows: 
Zx(Ql, Qd = m={P(Q1, Qd, P(Q2,Qd), (3.2) 
where 
P(Ql,Qd = SUP inf 11~1 -zzll 
ZIEQI rzEQz 
is a semideviation of the set &I from the set Q2. Thus, the sequence of the variational inequalities 
(Anz,z - x*) 10, VxER, n=l,2 ,..., (3.3) 
are considered instead of (1.1). We do not presume that solutions of original and perturbed 
variational inequalities necessarily exist. In these circumstances, consider the perturbed proximal 
projection algorithm. 
(1) Choose an arbitrary initial point w1 E R. 
(2) Given zun E R, define ‘w,+l E R as a solution of the system 
(3.4) 
where, for each n 2 1, X, > 0 and cr=“,, X, = co. The convergence properties of this 
algorithm are summarized in the next result. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A : D(A) C B + B* and A, : D(A,) 2 B + B’, n = 1,2,. . . , be maximal 
monotone operators, D(A,) = D(A), R c intD(A) b e a convex closed set. Suppose that the 
sequence {wn} generated by (3.4) is bounded, Condition (3.1) is satisfied, and h, --t 0 as n --+ 00. 
Let 
p = 
( ) 
g A, -lg &%+I (3.5) 
n=l n=l 
be a sequence of Ces&o averages. Then 
(1) there exists a solution 5 of the variational inequality (1.1); 
(2) the conclusions (ii)- of Theorem 2.2 are still valid; 
(3) if oo > X, > 0 and CF=“=, X,h, < co, then there exist an infinite subsequence {e,} c {n} 
and zen E Awe, such that 
(3.6) 
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PROOF. Solvability of the inclusion (3.4) is proved in the way in which this was previously done 
in [6]. For each n 1 1, w, is unique because of a strict monotonicity of the normalized duality 
mapping J. The following inequality 
WWn+l,~) I W(w,,z) + (JWZ - JY,Z -w&+1) + 2(Jy - Jwn+l,z - w,+1) (3.7) 
holds for all z E R and for all y E B. From Property (b) of the generalized projection operator 
h(yn), we have 
(JWn+l - JY,, Wn+l - x) I 0. 
Therefore, there exists .& E Anwn such that 
W(Wn+l, x) I W(w,, x) + (%I - JYn, 32 - w&+1) 
5 W(w,, z) - 2x, (&+l, wn+i - z) . (3.3) 
If _rn+l E Aw*+~, then by using (3.1), we obtain 
W(w,+1,2) 5 W(wn,z) - 2x, (zn+l, wn+1- z) + 2x, (zn+l - &+1, Wn+l - z) 
I W(W*,X) - 2x, (zn+l, Wn+l -z) +2x, /zn+l - ZhrL+qI* Ijw,+1 - zll 
I W(w,,z) - 2x, (zn+l, Wn+l - x) + 2&h,, 
where 
C = (IIWn+lll + II~IIMI%+lll)~ 
Since the sequence {wn} is bounded, there exists the constant Ci > 0 such that ])w,]] 5 Ci, and 
thus, 
Consequently, 
C I C = (Cl + Il4l)C(G). 
W%+1,Z) 5 W&Hz) - 2x, (Zn+l,Wn+l -cc) + 2CX,h,. (3.9) 
By monotonicity of the operator A, we have that, for all .Z E As, 
W(W,+~,X) I W(w,,z) - 2L(z,wn+1- 4 +2CX,h,. 
It is easy to see that 
&, x,(x - wn+l)) > 2-l ‘&~+J,+I, x) - W(wn, x)) - C 2 Lh, 
n=l n=l n=l 
2 2-9V(w,,s) - 2-‘W(wl,z) - C 2 X,h, 2 -2-‘W(wl,2) - C 2 X,h,. 
n=l n=l 
This implies 
2-lW(w1,2) C 2 M, 
(Z,Z-7P) 2 - n=l 
n=l 
As was shown in [5], if 
(3.10) 
o,>O, ecr,=cc and J;cs=O, 
n=O n 
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lim 
gyn 
- =o. 
m-+oo m 
c Qn 
n=O 
Since h, + 0 as n --) co, we deduce 
5 AAz 
lim n=l 
m+cc Ex, =O. 
Taking into account that 
lim 2-1w(w1,4 
=01 
m+m 
F J+7l 
n=l 
we conclude that 
lim inf (2, z - P) 2 0. 
?n+oo 
The sequence {urn} c R, being bounded, contains a subsequence {PJ} which converges weakly 
to some i. This limit belongs to 5l because R is convex and closed, and hence, weakly closed set. 
So, we have 
(X,X-2) 20, VXEQ VZEAX. 
This means that there exists a solution of the variational inequality (l.l), and that all weak 
accumulation points of (urn} belong to M. In order to prove (3.6), we return to (3.9) with z = 5. 
We claim that there exists an infinite subsequence {L’,} c {n} such that 
(3.11) 
Suppose the contrary. Then there exists an integer N > 0 such that, for all n > N, one has 
(2 n+l,W,+r 
1 
- 5) > -. 
i: 4 
j=l 
Hence, by (3.9), 
and finally, we have the inequality 
n-1 n-1 
W(w,,5) < W(w,,Z) - ‘2 d, +2C x X,h,, Vn>N, 
s=N s=N 
where 
(3.12) 
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Recall that by the conditions c,“=, X,h, < cm, while cr=“=, A, = co as a consequence of the 
fact that cFzp=, xk = co and Abel-Dini’s criterion for divergent series. These contradict the 
nonnegativity of {W(W,, x*)}. It is clear that 
e,lhnW (9, ) IQ, - 5) = 0, VZ E M. 
The rest of the proof follows the pattern of Theorem 2.2. I 
Next, we establish stability of the Ces&ro average approximations with respect to perturbations 
of the set R. This problem is first studied for the proximal point methods. 
We suppose that a sequence of the convex closed sets R, c B, n = 1,2,. . . , is given such that 
the Hausdorff’distance 
3-IB(%,n) LOnr OIo,Ib, (3.13) 
i.e., we consider the sequence of the variational inequalities 
(Az,z - z*) L 0, VxEn2,, n= 1,2 ,..., (3.14) 
instead of (1.1). Again, we do not assume that solutions of original and perturbed variational 
inequalities exist. Consider the following perturbed proximal projection method. 
(1) Take an initial point 201 E al. 
(2) Given w, E R,, define wn+l E %+I by the system 
0 E LW-kz,,+,(~n)) + JY, - Jwn, 
wa+1 = ~%+hh)~ 
(3.15) 
where X, > 0 and ~~zl X, = co. The convergence properties of this procedure are as 
follows. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A : D(A) G B + B* be a maximal monotone and bounded operator (i.e., 
it carries bounded sets from D(A) into bounded sets of B*), 52 c int D(A) be a convex closed 
set, and suppose that the solution set M of the variational inequality (1.1) is not empty. Let 
the sequence {w,,} be well defined by (3.15) and bounded, and let {urn} defined by (3.5) be a 
sequence of its Ce&o averages. Assume that R, c D(A), n = 1,2, . . . , are convex closed sets, 
vm E R,, and condition (3.13) is satisfied, where CFzl (T, < co. Then 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
there exists a solution 5 of the variational inequality (1 .l); 
Conclusions (ii)- of Theorem 2.2 are still valid; 
if 00 > X 2 X, > 0, then there exists an infinite subsequence {e,} c {n} and zel, E Awe,, 
such that 
(zel~,we, -Z) I &, V~EM. (3.16) 
PROOF. Let the sequence {wn} be defined by Algorithm 3.15. Clearly, the following inequality: 
Ww,+l,x) - Ww,,x) IVJw,+1 - Jwz,w,+l - 4 
= 2+,+1~ JY, %+I- 4 + WY - Jwnr w,+l - 4, 
(3.17) 
holds for all x E a and for all y E B. The estimate tiHg(R,,fi) 5 o’n implies p(fl,Q,) 5 on. 
This means (see [14,15]) that property (PI) holds: every point x E R is a strong limit of some 
sequence x, E R, as n + co. Moreover, there exist u,+l E !&+I such that (IzL,+~ --2(1 < on+1 for 
all n 1 1. Then, using Property (b) of the generalized projection operator IIn,,, yn, we deduce 
(Jw,+I - J~nrwn+l - un+d I 0, 
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and we get 
(Jw,+1 - JY,, %+1 - x) = (Jwz+1 - JY,, WI+1 - w&+1) + (J%+1 - JY,, %+1 - x) 
I (J%+1 - JY,,%+1 -x) I llJwz+1 - JY7lII*II’1Ln+1 --II I IIJzun+1 - JYlnII*%+l. 
There exists an element .P+’ E Aw,+i such that 
((Jw,+1 - JY,II* I llJ%+1 - JwnII* + IIJwl - JYnll* 5 IIJ%+1 - Jw&lI* +&I p+y*. 
By the conditions of the theorem, the sequence {w,} and the operator A are bounded. Therefore, 
there exist two constants Ci > 0 and Cz > 0 such that 
llJwz+1- J%II* I Cl and II~~+lll* I G, 
for all n > 0. Thus, we have 
(Jw,+1 - JY,, w&+1 - x) I (Cl + ~2~n)Gl+l. 
Now (3.17) gives 
W(%+I, ~1 I WC%, z) + WY, - Jwn, W,+I - x) + (Cl + 2C2&40n+r. (3.18) 
Using (3.15), we finally obtain 
W(Wn+lr x) I W(wn, x) - 2&z (Zn+l, WI+1 - x) + qc1+ C2&&n+l. (3.19) 
Since the operator A is monotone, one can write 
Wwn+l,s) I WWn,~) - 2hL(~,Wn+l - 4 + 2(G + C2kJ%+1, (3.20) 
for all z E As. By analogy with (2.7), we have the inequality 
It is known from [5, Lemma 3.11 that, when om ---f 0, 
lb TLCn+l 
lim n=l 
m-a3 $lxn 
= 0. 
Clearly, we also have 
m 
c Cn+l 
lim 7Z=l m-+oq c x, = O. 
n=l 
Therefore, 
lim inf (t, 5 - wm) 2 0. nz-M 
The proofs of (ii)- repeat almost word by word the corresponding proofs of the previous 
theorem. Since the sequence (P} is bounded, there exists a subsequence (PJ} c {P} which 
converges weakly to some 2. We claim that this limit point also belongs to R. Indeed, all wmj E 
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n71Lf 7 P(‘TTlj 7 ‘) + 0 as mj + 00, and the set 0 is convex and closed. Now the claim immediately 
arises from the following statement [14,15]: i in a reflexive Banach space B, a set s1 c B is convex f 
and closed, sets R, c B are arbitrary, and @(a,, Q) + 0 as n + 00, then (Pz) every weak limit 
point 2 of any sequence x, E R, belongs to the set R. Then, we have 
(z,x - 2) 1 0, VXEfi, Vz E Ax. 
This means that the solution set A4 of the variational inequality (1.1) is nonempty and that all 
weak accumulation points of (2)“) belong to M. In order to prove (3.16), we use (3.19) and put 
into it x = E. Suppose by contradiction that (3.11) does not hold. 
that for all n > N, one has 
Then there exists N > 0 such 
(?+I, wn+1-2) > +* 
C 4 
j=l 
Hence, by (3.19), 
w (?&+I, 2) 5 w (w,, 5) - 2 * + ‘46 + C2&z)Gz+1, Vn>N. 
C +i 
j=l 
Consequently, we have 
n-1 n-1 
W (wx, 5) 5 W (WV, 4 - c A, + 2(G + C2N c cn+1, Vn>N, 
s=N s=N 
where 
This contradicts the nonnegativity of { W(w,, x*)} because of reasons similar to those in Theo- 
rem 3.1, CCC1 cn+l < M, while Cr=“=, A, = 00. The remainder of the proof is analogous to that 
of Theorem 2.2. I 
COROLLARY 3.3. If A, > 0 and in Theorem 3.2 instead of the condition cF!_‘=, (T, < co, we 
assume that 
lim E!? = 0 
71-w A, 
and lim on = 0, (3.21) 
n+ca 
then its conclusions (l),(2) are still valid. In particular, if A, 2 X > 0, then (3.21) is combined 
as lim,,, ~7~ = 0. 
REMARK 3.4. The inclusion urn E R, is often ensured by both the internal approximations of 
the set R : f12, c Cl and the external approximations Q C R, (see [IS]). 
REMARK 3.5. The boundedness requirement for the sequence {wn} can be replaced by the 
condition ]I Jw,+i - Jwn]]* 2 Ci. This can be easily seen by a careful analysis of our proof. 
REMARK 3.6. It follows from (3.19) and (3.20) that if A, 1 X > 0, then 
lim (zn, w, -z) = 0, VXER, Vi? E Awn, R-CC 
and 
lim (z, wn - x) = 0, vx E s1, VZEAX. 73’ca 
REMARK 3.7. Properties (Pr) and (Ps) in Theorem 3.2 define so-called the Mosco-approxi- 
mation of convex sets [15] and they are more general than the Hausdorff proximity condition 
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3_lB(R,,Q) + 0. The question whether stability of the proximal projection method can be 
proved under the Mosco-approximation is still open. 
REMARK 3.8. Stability of algorithms (2.10) and (2.13) can be established as it was done in 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. 
All convergence and stability results above can be obtained for the variational inequality with 
“right-hand side f” 
(AZ - f, x - x*) 10, VXEQ, Vf E B’, 
and, in addition, a stability of the Cessro averages approximations with respect to perturbations 
of the f. Suppose that perturbed operators A, satisfy (3.1), perturbed sets Q, satisfy (3.13), 
and perturbed elements f,, satisfy the condition 
Ilf - frill* I &l, 0 5 6, 5 8. 
This means that we consider the perturbed variational inequalities in the form 
(-4~ - fn,x - x*) 2 0, VxER,, n=1,2 ,.... 
Then the proximal projection method is written as follows: 
0 E UU%-L,+, (~4) - fn) + Jyn - Jwr 
%+1 = nn,,,, (Yn). 
(3.22) 
In order to prove Assertions (ii)- of Theorem 2.2, we have to assume that 
2 on < co, hn --f 0, 6, -+ 0 as 72 -+ M. 
n=l 
If in addition, 
X,h, < co and L&z < 00, 
n=l n=l 
then assertion (3) of Theorem 3.2 is also proved for algorithm (3.22). 
REMARK 3.9. In finite-dimensional spaces, all theorems above give strong convergence and sta- 
bility of the Cesdro average approximations. 
Recall that convex minimization problems, as well as a significant class of game theoretical equi- 
librium problems and, in particular, saddle-point problems occurring in economics and physics 
can be represented as variational inequality in the form (1.1) and solved as such (see [5,1i’,i8]). 
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